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Introduce yourselves
Take a minute to complete the A3 handout giving your:
 name,
 previous company experience and having read the INCOSE Z1
and Z7 guides, rate yourself in terms of
 previous experience of Systems Thinking and/ or Systems
Engineering
– 0 = I have never been involved in ST or SE
– 10 = I’ve previously used both ST and SE
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STSE Module Learning Outcomes
 Critically evaluate the role of System Thinking and Soft Systems Methodology in
complex, multi-stakeholder environments
 Select and justify appropriate architectural frameworks for product-service and
enterprise development scenarios
 Explain the hierarchy of vision, outcomes, business and system programme goals and
apply tools to support the prioritisation of goals and stakeholders
 Apply the principles of systems engineering to create more effective development,
delivery, in-service support and retirement of product-service and enterprise systems
 Evaluate and apply systems engineering development processes and associated
competencies, including needs & requirements capture, requirements management,
validation, verification, integration and risk management.
 Critique developments in systems engineering of relevance to business and industry
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STSE Module Timetable
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STSE Assessment
 Individual written assignment (80%)
 Two in-module exercise assessments (20%)
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System
• What is a system
• System characteristics
• Complexity

• Feedback
• System of Systems

Defining a ‘System’
System (noun):
1. An organized or connected group of objects.
A set or assemblage of things connected, associated, or
interdependent, so as to form a complex unity; a whole composed
of parts in orderly arrangement according to some scheme or plan;
rarely applied to a simple or small assemblage of things (nearly =
‘group’ or ‘set’).
Here we see for the first time the related idea
of complexity.
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Defining a ‘System’
… in biology
3. A set of organs or parts in an animal body of the same or similar
structure, or subserving the same function, as the nervous,
muscular, osseous, etc. systems , the digestive, respiratory,
reproductive, etc. systems ; also, each of the primary groups of
tissues in the higher plants.
Notice here, the first observation of a system being
composed of parts that are themselves systems.
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Defining a ‘System’
…business and economics
 1965 H. I. Ansoff Corporate Strategy (1968) ix. 166 The term ‘systems’ is becoming popular for
describing large-scale non-military industrial projects.
 1967 R. Whitehead in Wills & Yearsley Handbk. Managem. Technol. iv. 70 The health of the nation is
made possible by a number of systems: doctors, nurses, hospitals, pharmaceutical companies,
chemists, and, of course, patients. These are not isolated systems but interacting parts of a large and
exceedingly complex whole.
 1967 R. Whitehead in Wills & Yearsley Handbk. Managem. Technol. iv. 54 The typewriter may be a
relatively simple machine but in this context it is a system with a person and a machine coupled
together, both interrelated and interacting.
 1969 D. C. Hague Managerial Econ. i. 17 We have been considering models for analysing business
problems. These seek to state the set of relationships—what we shall call the system—within which
and about which business decisions have to be taken.
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Characteristics of systems…
In general:
 Components are arranged or connected in some way
 Interactions exist between the components
 sub-systems exhibit a degree of autonomy in satisfying goals
 Complexity is present
 Behaviour is not always as expected or desired i.e. emergent properties
In man-made systems:
 There may be significant technical and financial risk
 The system is not self-sustaining
12/1/2019
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… various scientific & technical
A group, set, or aggregate of things, natural or artificial, forming a
connected or complex whole.

Is this a system? Is it complex?

Complicated vs Complex
 Complicated – detailed and intricate organisation – but
interactions of the parts and behaviour of the system is highly
predictable
 Complex – detail organisation – but interactions and system
behaviour is not easily predicted

Dec 2019
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Complexity
 A complex system is generally taken to mean a set of interacting
objects, whose collective behaviour is difficult to infer from
knowledge of their individual behaviours.

Which of these is more complex? … and why?

Ingredients of Complexity1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A collection of many interacting objects or “agents”
Objects’ behaviour may be affected by feedback
Objects can adapt
The system is typically “open”
The system exhibits emergent phenomena which are generally
surprising
6. There might not be an obvious controller
7. There is a mix of order and disorder

1. taken from Johnson 2009

Feedback

System comprising
radio and controller

 … is how a system adapts autonomously to achieve a desired goal.
 It requires the ability to sense the environment, to establish the current
state.
 It compares this to its desired state and takes action accordingly:
– speed up, slow down, change direction etc.
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System of systems
•
•
•
•

What it is
SoS examples
Systems architecture
SoS vs systems

Systems of Systems
“A system of systems arises when a set of needs are met through
a combination of several systems.” (DeLaurentis & Crossley, 2005)
 Specifications increasingly call for wider ranges of capability;
they do not specify a single product at a single point in time.
 By addressing each required capability with its own system it
becomes easier to evolve the overall design.
Should some firms consider themselves system designers or
system integrators?
What type of work does your firm do?
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Systems of Systems – Transport Systems
example
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Systems of Systems – Submarine Example
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Systems of Systems
Astute Class – Attack Submarine
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Taxonomy
Submarine

Nuclear

Ballistic
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Systems Architecture
 In development of both problem and solution space,
understanding the relationship and interactions between
component systems/ sub-systems is critical to the development
of robust systems
 The relationships and interfaces for a system are described by
the ‘architecture’ and are described via diagrams that reflect
different views of the architecture
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Architectural Hierarchy and Requirements
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Equipment Architecture
Boat
…
Structure
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Propulsion
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Pressure Hull
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Bulkheads

Propulsion
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Functional Decomposition & Architecture
Boat
… incl. Services

Structure

Life Support

Manoeuvre
Steering

Navigation

Power
Systems
Primary
power
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Generators

Depth
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Build Decomposition
Boat
…
Services

Pressure Hull

Electrical
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Organisational Command Architecture
Commanding
Officer
…
1st
Officer

Engineering
Officer

Warfare
Officer

Tactics

Sensors
1 Chief Petty Officer
6 Leading Rates
3 Able Seamen
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Differences – Systems and SoS
Systems tend to have….

Systems of Systems (SoS) tend to have….

A clear set of stakeholders

multiple levels of stakeholders with mixed and possibly
competing interest

Clear objectives and purpose

multiple & possibly contradictory, objectives & purpose

Clear operational priorities, with escalation to
resolve priorities

multiple and sometimes different, operational priorities,
with no clear escalation routes

A single lifecycle

multiple lifecycles

Clear ownership with the ability to move resources
between elements

multiple owners making independent resourcing
decisions
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ISO/IEC/IEEE 21839 – System of Systems (SoS) Considerations in Life Cycle Stages of a System
https://www.sebokwiki.org/wiki/Systems_of_Systems_(SoS)
INCOSE, 2018. Systems of Systems Primer, INCOSE-TP-2018-003-01.0.
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National Defence Systems
Semi-Automatic Ground
Environment SAGE 1950 US – Led
Development of Systems
Engineering and Systems Thinking

Semi-Automatic Ground Environment SAGE (Mid
1950s design)

Now let’s look at the Northrop
Grumman vision of a BMDS system
circa 2007
A System of Systems of Mission Critical SOAs!
Dec 2019

https://youtu.be/oYv35WmWiK8
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Systems thinking
• What it is and why

Systems Thinking
Systems Thinking is a way of thinking used to address complex and uncertain real world
problems. It recognises that the world is a set of highly interconnected technical and
social entities which are hierarchically organised producing emergent behaviour.
INCOSE 2015

"Systems Thinking [is] a way of thinking about and a language for describing and
understanding the forces and interrelationships that shape the behavior of systems.
This discipline helps us to see how to change systems more effectively, and to act more in
tune with the natural processes of the natural and economic world.“
(Senge, P. et al, 1994)
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Peter Senge’s View of a System

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eXdzKBWDraM&t=64s
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Why Thinking in Systems?
 System thinking ≠ (just) another form of analysis
 It is a good method for making sense & expanding understanding
 Traditional approaches investigate something ‘difficult’ by breaking it up
into bite-sized parts
– Based on the assumption that ‘puzzling situations’ stand still while they are
broken up into their constituent elements
– Assume relationships between these elements do not matter.

 Systems thinking challenges this view of things!
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Systems engineering
• What it is
• SE approaches
• System engineering vs systems thinking

Systems Engineering
“A structured and auditable approach to
identifying requirements, managing
interfaces and controlling risks throughout
the project lifecycle.”
“Build the right system; build the
system right.”

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/c6-pnxSEZos/maxresdefault.jpg

From INCOSE UK Z1 Guide Issue 3, March 2009, © 2009 UK Chapter, International
Council on Systems Engineering
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Systems Engineering: ‘V Lifecycle’ Model
Systems engineering considers the whole problem, the whole system,
and the whole system lifecycle from concept to disposal, “from lust to
dust”.
The V lifecycle model
shows the logical
relation between the
different Systems
Engineering processes.
From INCOSE UK Z1 Guide Issue 3, March 2009, ©
2009 UK Chapter, International Council on Systems
Engineering
12/1/2019
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SE Approach: Decomposition
 A ‘top-down’ breaking down of a complex system into its parts
– Usually done in a hierarchical way

 Usually via a number of intermediate stages
– Sub-systems

 There can be more than one breakdown
– To show different aspects of the system: physical structure, functions,
control, procurement …
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SE Approach: Composition / Synthesis
 A ‘bottom-up’ approach
 Start with the constituent parts and group these into subsystems and so on.
 May suit some compositions more than others
– At what level are user requirements stated?
In practice, engineers tend to follow a top-down approach
but may supplement this with bottom-up methods.
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Systems Thinking & Systems Engineering
Technology
enables

Systems

have

have

have

Elements
Objectives
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Let’s hear from an expert
Dr Michael Purshouse,
FRAE, Director and Owner, Avonbrook Glade Ltd.
2000
Engineering and business leadership career in naval
defence businesses
2000 – 2007 Thales Chief Engineer for the Future Aircraft Carrier Team
His design was chosen for this £5Bn programme.
He became Head of Systems Engineering in the Aircraft Carrier
Alliance for 6 years.
2010
Technical Director for Thales UK Land Systems
2017
Thales Land & Joint Systems Division
Work on a major SoS programme with Boeing Defence UK
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Michael Purshouse on STSE for an Aircraft Carrier
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INCOSE UK ‘Z-’ Guides
 Z1 What is Systems Engineering?
https://incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/zGuides/Z1_What_is_SE.pdf

 Z7 What is Systems Thinking?
https://incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/zGuides/Z7_Systems_Thinking_WE
B.pdf

 Z8 Systems Architecture
https://incoseonline.org.uk/Documents/zGuides/Z8_System_Architecture.pdf
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Summary
 Systems are all around us, often unrecognised and consist of interacting
sub-systems and components
 System of systems (SoS) views multiple, dispersed, independent systems
in context as part of a larger, more complex system.
 Systems thinking provides a key intellectual underpinning for systems
engineering and is necessary to assess complex, multi-stakeholder
problem spaces
 Systems engineering focuses on how to design and manage complex
systems over their life cycles by applying systems thinking
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